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ABSTRACT

In the design and operation of energy intensive systems the problem of improving the effi-
ciency is very important. The main way for solving this problem is optimization. This paper
describes the general approach for thermoeconomical optimization systems with a linear
structure. The suggested method is based on building and analysis of special graphs of ther-
moeconomical expenditure. The method is illustrated by an example system optimization for
thermal treatment of chlorine water.
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1. Introduction

Processes that take place in complex energy inten-
sive systems are characterized by mutual transforma-
tion of quantitatively different power resources. The
fast growth and development of modern technologies
requests thermodynamic analysis and optimization of
such systems, based on the combined application of
both laws of thermodynamics, and demands an exer-
gy approach [1,2]. Exergetic methods are universal
and make it possible to estimate the energy fluxes and
to develop energy balances for every element of the
system using a common criterion of efficiency. There-
fore, the exergetic methods are meaningful in analysis
and calculations.

Despite its usefulness, the benefits of the exerget-
ic approach were not fully realized until recent
years.

One reason for this situation is the underestima-
tion of exergetic functions for mathematical modeling,
synthesis, and optimization of flow sheets. Another
reason is the mathematical difficulty of the exergetic

approach in thermodynamic analysis. Meanwhile, the
increasing complexity of optimization problems
requires more effective and powerful mathematical
methods. Hence, during the last few years, many
papers with different applications of exergetic meth-
ods have been published [3–7].

The above referenced papers, as well as the
author’s earlier investigations [8–13] show that one of
the most effective mathematical methods used for
exergetic analysis and optimization is the method of
graph theory [14,15]. The benefit of graph models can
also be demonstrated by its flexibility and its wide
varieties of possible applications.

Possible exergy topological methods include the
sole use or combination of exergy flow graphs, exergy
loss graphs, and thermoeconomical graphs [3–7].

Systems with linear structure are often used in
energy technology as well as in other branches of
industry. For that reason it is necessary to study the
problem of linear structures systems optimization
separately from the systems of arbitrary structure.
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